WYL, WYLA, WYLB

The WYL series includes metal-bodied, rotary valve carburetors designed for engines from 15 to 25 cc displacement. Can be used on 2 stroke and 4 stroke engines. Meets all CARB and EPA regulations.

- Proper function in any attitude
- Fixed main jet
- Adjustable idle needle
- Primer available on most WYL models
- Available extras: accelerometer pump, lift start, easy starting system
- Mirror image arrangement – model WYLB
- Tamper-resistant options available

WYB

The WYB is a metal-bodied, rotary valve carburetor designed specifically for hand held 4-stroke engines featured on many power tools. It is suitable for 4 stroke engines less than 30 cc and 2 stroke engines less than 25 cc. Meets all CARB and EPA regulations.

- Proper function in any attitude
- Air screw idle mixture adjustment
- Adjustable idle needle
- Fixed main jet
- Primer available
- Available extras: optional lift start, accelerator pump, easy starting system
- Tamper-resistant options available

WYJ

The WYJ is a metal-bodied, rotary valve carburetor designed for engines from 20 to 50 cc displacement. Meets all CARB and EPA regulations.

- Proper function in any attitude
- Fixed main jet
- Adjustable idle needle
- Air screw idle mixture adjustment
- Primer available on most WYJ models
- Available extras: lift start, easy starting system
- Tamper-resistant options available
WYK

The WYK is a metal-bodied, rotary valve carburetor designed for engines from 20 to 50 cc displacement. Meets all CARB and EPA regulations.

- Proper function in any attitude
- Adjustable high speed needle
- Adjustable idle needle
- Primer available on most WYK models
- Optional lift start, easy starting system
- Tamper-resistant options available

WYG

The WYG is a metal-bodied, rotary valve carburetor designed for engines from 20 to 50 cc displacement. Meets all CARB and EPA regulations.

- Unique design allows for expanded engine applications
- Proper function in any attitude
- Light weight
- Fixed main jet
- Adjustable idle needle
- Air screw idle mixture adjustment
- Primer available on most WYG models
- Purge bulb on right side
- Available extras: lift start, easy starting system, semi-fixed jet + H-needle
- Tamper-resistant options available